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ABSTRACT

A 1-D radial hybrid code has been written to study the start-up of
the FRM via neutral-beam injection. This code, named FROST (Field
Reversed ^ne-dimensional ^a r t - up ) , models the plasma as azimuthal
symmetric with no axial dependence. A multi-group method in energy and
canonical angular momentum describes the large-orbit ions from the
beam. This method is designed to be more efficient than those employing
particle tracking, since the characteristic timescale of the simulation
is the ion slowing down time, rather than the much shorter cyclotron
period. A time-differentiated Grad-Shafranov equation coup-les the ion
current to massless f lu id equations describing electrons and low energy
ions. Flux coordinates are used in this f lu id model, in preference tb
an Eulerian framework, so that coupling of plasma at the two different
radii of a closed flux surface may be treated with ease. Since a f lu id
treatment for electrons is invalid near a f ie ld nu l l , a seperate model
for the electron current has been included for this region, a unique
feature. Results of simulation of injection into a 2XIIB-1ike plasma is
discussed. Electron currents are found to retard, but not prevent
reversal of the magnetic f ie ld at the plasma center.

I . INTRODUCTION

The Field Reversed Mirror (FRM) is a promising alternative
"candidate for a compact thermonuclear fusion reactor. In the FRM, the
plasma is axially confined in a magnetic mirror configuration, but
plasma diamagnetic currents are strong enough to reverse the magnetic
f ie ld in i ts interior and create a region of closed f ie ld flux in i ts
v ic in i ty . A typical FRM equilibrium is shown in Figure 1. The FRM
combines the good confinement of closed f ie ld lines with many of the
good features of magnetic mirrors. These good features included a p of
order one (B=plasma pressure/magnetic f ie ld pressure), a natural
divertor formed by the open f ie ld lines surrounding the olasma, no
external f ie ld coils needed to drive the plasma current, and simplier
non-toroidal geometry.

This paper describes the 1-D radial code FROST ( f ie ld Reversed Jh
dimensional STart-up), that has been developed to describe FRM
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Figure 1. The FRH configuration and its advantages.

dynamics. Of particular interest is the formation of the field reversed
configuration (start-up) by neutral-beam Injection, and the role of
electron currents in canceling the injected ion current. A hybrid
treatment is used. Ions from the beam have orbits whose size is of the
same order as the plasma radius, and so a kinetic treatment rather than
a fluid model must be used for them. In FROST a numerical multi-group
model in energy and canonical angular momentum is employed to treat the
1on distribution1. Electrons, on the other hand, have small enough
orbits that the much simplier fluid approximation applies. FROST
describes the electrons,- and ions with much lower energy than the beam
energy, with massless fluid equation and a Grad-Shafranov pressure
balance equation .

FROST has several potential advantages over other codes describing
FRM dynamics. Firstly, the multi-group method allows larger timesteps
than particle tracking methods, since the timestep is limited by the
slowing down timescale rather than the much shorter cyclotron
timescale. Extension of this model to include collisions among the ions
(i.e. diffusion in e and PQ) would be straightforward. The Grad-
Shafranov equation uses flux coordinates, which implicitly treats the
coupling of plasma at radii linked by closed field flux. Finally, FROST
includes a seperate model for the dynamics of electron currents in the
null region , where the fluid model does not hold. Such a separate
model near the null is important, since theoretical arguements »
indicate that electrons near the null are free to cancel the ion
currents there, causing a decay of the field reversed configuration.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II



gives a brief description of FRM start-up and the importance of electron
currents. Section I I I details the multi-group kinetic model for ions
from the neutral beam. Section IV describes the f lu id model used for
electrons and low energy ions. Section V describes the model for
electrons near the f ie ld nu l l , where the f lu id theory does not apply.
Section VI describes the organization of FROST along with accuracy
tests. Section VII gives sample results. Finally, Section VIII
summarizes the work.

II FRM START-UP AND THE IMPORTANCE OF ELECTRON CURRENTS

FRM start-up via neutral-beam in ject ion uses tangential in jec t ion
into a target mirror plasma. These injected ions have large orbi ts that
encircles the central axis, forming a " r i ng " of current. As the " r i ng "
grows, i t s f i e l d cancels the mirror f i e l d on axis, giving reversal.
Since the ra t io of the ion gyroradius to the plasma size is not small , a
k inet ic rather than a f l u i d model must be used.

The dynamics of electrons is important in neutral beam star t -up,
since the i r current opposes the ion current. Such electrons may be
driven by co l l is iona l drag between electrons and ions which cause the
electron azimuthal velocity to catch up with that of the vons » . This
mechanism is par t i c la r l y ef fect ive at the f i e l d n u l l . Also, charge
separation between large orbi ts ions and f l u i d electrons w i l l produce a
radial e lect rostat ic f i e l d , dr iv ing an EpXB2 electron current which
tends to cancel the ion current. The electrons have much smaller gyro
orbits than ions, and a f l u i d treatment is adequate for them, except
near a f i e l d n u l l . The f i e l d null region must be treated separately,
since the electron orbits size is comparable with the length over which
the magnetic f i e l d changes appreciably.

III KINETIC ION MODEL

A 1-D multi-group technique similar to that employed here was
previously Tjsed by H. J^ Willenberg to simulate fusion product transport
in a solenoidal plasma. However, Willenburg was able to employ a
scalar pressure approximation, since fusion products are born
isotropieally. Such an approximation is clearly not valid for FRM
start-up via neutral beam injection: The key objective of injection is
to preferentially add ions which encircle the axis in the direction
which weakens the central magnetic field. Thus, for FRM applications
the azimuthal ion current must be calculated explicitly; it cannot be
expressed in terms of the gradient of a pressure. Additionally,
spurious singularities in the ion profiles generated by Willenberg's
method have been eliminated in FROST by an averaging technique.

The 1-D multigroup model treats the plasma as azimuthally symmetric
with no axial dependence; the radial dependence of the ion current and
density being computed in time. Also, a purely axial magnetic field is
assumed. A uniform Eulerian mesh in radius is used to compute all
spatial quantities, except those concerning neutral beam deposition.



The time evolution of the distribution for ions from the beam is
followed by a numerical multi-group treatment in the "constants" of
motion energy, e, and canonical angular momentum, PQ:

e =V2m(vJ; + Vg) ,

Pe = mvQr + qd»(r),

where 4>(r) = J rr 'B ( r ' )dr ' is the magnetic flux function. For
simplicity, the axfal velocity and the electrostatic f ie ld are assumed
to be negligible. Given * ( r ) , the velocity of the ions in each group
can then be specified as a function of radius:

Pfl -

r % | {2)

The ion gyroperiod is much shorter than the relevant timescales for
FRM start-up. For example, in 2X1IB , *gyrp ~10 sec while3the slowing
down time for ions and the start up timercaTe are both ~ 10"J sec. This
time ordering permits "orbit averaging". That is the ions of each group
are assumed to be equally distributed along the pathlength of their
orbi t . Detailed phase information of the ions along their orbits is not
needed. Rather, the time averaged probability distribution with radius
of an ion representing each group is computed.

An expression for the profi le shapes, for each E-PQ group, char-
acterizing this probability distribution is easily found from geometric
considerations. The amount of time an ion spends at a given radial
position is inversely proportional to i'ts radial speed. Including a 1/r
factor for cylindrical convergence, and demanding that the area integral
of the density profi le distribution over the plasma be normalized to
unity,

(4)

Here n(r;e,PQ) is the density profi le distr ibution; JQ(f*;e,P6) is
corresponding current profi le distr ibution; and T (E»Pfl) is radial
bounce (half) period for ions in the group, n anfi r2 Being the turning
points of the orbi t . H(x) is the Heaviside step function included to
reflect the fact that the ion cannot reach radii where v (r) < 0 in
Equation 2: r

H(x) = { J;
The total ion current and number densities are found by a summation

over these profi les, weighted by the number of particles per length in



each group, F(e,PQ):

n(p) = I n(r;e,Ps) F(e,PQ) , (6)

je(r) = I Je(r;e,Pe) F(e,PQ) . (7)
G»pe

Unfortunately, application of Equations 6 and 7 is complicated by
singularities in the group profile shapes of Equations 3 and 4.
When n(r;e,P0) and jQ(r;e,Pe) are evaluated for the e and PQ
characterizing a group, the profiles are singular at the turning points
of the orbit (vr = 0). These singularities lead to unphysical spikes in
the total ion density and current profiles. To remove them, Equations 3
and 4 are averaged over all e and PQ values of a group, instead of
being evaluated at midpoint values. This ave£aging may be done
analytically by integration of n(r;e,Pg) and Je(r;e,Pe) with respect to
both e and Pe. The result is explicit expressions for the group density
and current profiles which have smooth peaks in the place of the
singularities mentioned above. It is these expressions for the
averaged profiles which are implemented in FROST to compute the total
kinetic ion density and current profiles (via Equations 6 and 7).

The inductiv.e electric field EQ, and collisions with fluid
electrons are- treated as perturbations which gradually move ions to
adjacent groups in s and P-. The local rates of change in e and PQ for
an ion due to collisions at any radius are

£ =qv e(r)E e-^-, (8)
sd

dt 2tsd •
where T . is the slowing down time for ions due to Coulomb collisions
with the electrons. The corresponding rates of change for each group
are found each timestep by orbit averaging of Equations 8 and 9. This
averaging is done by integration of the local rates over radius, using
the group-averaged profiles as weighting functions. Particles are moved
among the groups to reflect these orbit averaged rates of change
in e and PQ.

The neutral beam, which provides the source of energetic ions,
consists here of unidirectional, monoenergetic deuterium atoms. At
points on a rectangular grid across the beam footprint the beam
attenuation, and hence the ion source rate, are computed. Ionization
"and charge exchange reactions are provided by collisions with both a
fluid target plasma and the large orbit ion group. All charge exchange
neutrals are assumed to leave the plasma. This is a reasonable first
approximation for the small plasmas of interest here. Knowledge of the
beam particle energy and the magnetic flux function, 4>(r), then permits
the source profile in e-PQ space to be computed.



IV FLUID MODEL FOR ELECTRONS AND LOW ENERGY IONS

Electrons, because of their small orbit size compared with the
plasma radius, may be described by fluid equations. Ions of much lower
energy than the beam energy may also be described by such a model. The
plasma is assumed to behave classically, that is no instabilities.
Further simplification is gained by modeling the electrons and low
energy ions as massless fluids. This eliminates oscillations on
timescales much shorter than those of interest, such as the electron
plasma and electron cyclotron oscillations, as well as MHD
oscillations. The electrostatic field (Er) is also set to zero and
diffusion is ignored. With these assumptions flux conservation
applies: there is no relative motion between the fluid and the flux
surfaces. A pressure balance condition is obtained by combining
Ampere's law with the momentum balance in the radial direction. This
pressure balance equation is a one dimensional form of the Grad-
Shafranov equation. Flux coordinates are used, in preference to an
eulerian framework, to implicitly include the coupling of radii linked
by closed field flux. The fluid equations in the closed field region
are then

I ^ ^ {10)

0 , (14)

B 2 •

<f><l)=V2Cf(ra) +f(P b)3 .

Here
SgfSifj) = external particle source rate for electrons (fluid ions),

e (E.-,) = heating rate of electrons (fluid ions) due to the
kinetic ions or an external energy source,

ur = fluid velocity,
ra^rb^ = radius of the inner (outer) branch of a closed field

surfaces.

The angle brackets here denote the flux surfaces averaging. This



averaging assumes an electron is equally likely to be on the inner
radius as on the outer radius of a closed field flux surface.

The equations on open field lines are very simiiiar, except that
the flux surface averaging in not needed.

An equation for predicting the velocity of the flux surfaces, u_,
is formed by the combination of Equation 12 through 15. First,. Equation
15 is time differentiated:

i & S ^ + 4 $>.<•> + •>«« <•»» ' - $ $ <16>
Substituting Equations 12, 13 and 14 in Equation 16 yields a second
order differential equation for ur. This differential equation for up
is solved each timestep by finite difference techniques, subject to
boundary conditions such as ur=0 at the plasma center and at the
perfectly conducting wall. Once ur is found, Equation 10 through 15 are
used to find new pressures, densities and magnetic field values.

V MODEL FOR ELECTRON CURRENT NEAR A FIELD NULL

Electron dynamics near a field null is Important, since there the
electrons are not tied to field lines and they are able to partially
cancel out the driven,.ion current in response to the inductive electric
field and ion drag. » This current cancellation may slow or even stop
the rate of formation of closed field flux. However, the fluid
approximation is invalid near a field null, since there the electron
orbit size is comparable with the length over which the magnetic field
changes appreciably. We have developed a detailed model for the bulk
dynamics of the electrons in this region. The incorporation of this
model in FROST represents a unique feature.

This region is treated as unmagnetized; electrons are accelerated"
by the inductive electric field and collisions with ions; damping is
provided by viscosity due to adjacent "fluid" electrons and scattering
on the ions. The resulting equation of motion combines with Faraday's
Law to produce a governing equation which implicitly contains the self-
inductive electric field of the electron current. Two varients of this
model have been developed: (1) A deep reversal case, where the null
radius is much larger than the size of the low field region; (2) An
insipient or shallow reversal case, where the null has just formed or is
about to form in an otherwise open field plasma. In deep reversal the
low field electron current forms .a thin cylindrical shell with a mean
radius equal to the null radius. In shallow reversal, the electrons
near the origin are assumed to act as a rigid disk under the torques
provided by the inductive electric field and colls ions as described by
the governing equation.

At this time only the shallow reversal model has been implemented
in FROST. For simplicity, a steady state or adiabatic form
(d/at = 0) is used. The electron angular velocity is given by a linear



combination of the ion angular velocity and the slope of the inductive
electric field:

ex. BE,
toeo T i I r=0 "2 rn &r r=0 (17)•9i

"e ''
where OJ.I _n is the mean angular velecity of the ions at the center of
the plaimaand a l t a2 have been estimated to be 0.63 and 0.34, respec-
t ive ly . The current of the rigid disk is given by

*. <fisk<" - C'0' ....

The radius of the disk, 5 , is estimated as the outer turning point of
an electron with the thermal energy whose orbit passes through the
origin (Pe=0). Using Equation 1, 6 is given by

e*(O
v 6 (19)
'th mfi

e
where vth is the thermal speed.
VI ORGANIZATION OF FROST AND ACCURACY TEST

To begin the calculation, parameters of the densities, pressures
and magnetic field values are given as a function of flux for the
initial target, usually a plasma stream. The beam current, per particle
energy,, angular divergence and location relative to the center line are
specified, as well as the vessel radius and beam port size.

Each timestep consists of operation of the ion kinetic model
followed by operation of the fluid code and the increment of time. A
timestep begins as the magnetic field and fluid densities and pressures
are transformed from flux coordinates to eulerian (r) coordinates. In
the kinetic ion model, the neutral beam injection model is used to find
the sources of new ions^in e-P_ space. Next, the group averaged
profiles n(r;e,PQ) and J(r;e,PQ) are computed. The orbit averaged rates
of change of e and PQ are then computed, and particles moved between the
groups accordingly. Finally, the total kinetic ion number and current
density is computed over an eulerian grid using Equations 6 and 7.

Operation of the fluid section.of the code'begins as the ion number
and current density is expressed in terms of flux coordinates. Equation
16 is then solved for up for theflux surfaces, subject to the
appropriate boundary conditions.' These values are used in Equation 10
through 15 to update the magnetic field and fluid densities and
pressures over the grid in flux. Time is incremented, and the ion model
is then used again, completing the cycle.

The null region electron current model is applied at the end of
each timestep. Equation 17 is applied to find w , and 6 is computed
from the magnetic flux function using Equation ll. From the current



given in Equation 18 the magnetic field on axis is recomputed. However,
at present this calculation is not self consistent: the self field from
the above electron current is not reflected in the motion of the flux
surfaces or in the ion current. These modifications are left for future
work.

Some error results from the fact that the fluid and ion models are
used alternately each timestep to simulate processes that really occur
simultaneously. However, this does not lead to serious loss in accuracy
as long as the magnetic field does no change too rapidly in a
timestep. Several accuracy tests have been satisfactorily performed on
both the fluid model, the ion model and FROST as a whole. The reader is
refered of reference 8 for details.

VII SAMPLE RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 depict a typical simulation of 2XIIB inject ion. A
15 A/cm neutral,beam was aimed 4.5 cm off-axis into a plasma stream of
density lO^/cm , temperature .1 KeV and radius 6 cm. The vacuum f ie ld
was 4.65 kG and the wall radius was 12 cm. Without the low-field
electron current model, reversal occurs after .95 msec of in ject ion.
The average ion density at this time was 2.9xlOi'3/cm . With the low
f ie ld electron current model included, however, incipient reversal s t i l l
occurs, but is delayed by .065 msec. More importantly, the rate at
which the magnetic f ie ld is decreased on axis is only .175 that of the
case with no electron null model. This simulation took approximately
5.0 minutes on a CRAY-I. As the reversal progresses, the magnetic f ie ld
on axis w i l l become negative enough to again just i fy use of f lu id
equations there. As outlined in Section VI , further work is needed in
integrating the null electron current model with FROST before operation
beyond insipient reversal can be attempted.

Bvac=0.465 T

8 cm

12 cm
wall

6 cm Stream

Figure 2 Geometry for typical simulation with FROST of injection
into a 2X1IB-like plasma.
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Figure 3 The central magnetic f ie ld as a function of time for
simulation of 2XIIB injection with FROST. Values
with and without the null electron current model are
shown. The rate of reversal with the low f ie ld
electron current is only 0.175 of the rate predicted
in the absense of this current.

VIII SUMMARY

In summary, a multigroup treatment for ion dynamics, and a fluid
treatment for electrons, has been combined with a model for the electron
currents near the field null to from the hybrid code FROST. FROST
offers several advantages over other codes describing FRM dynamics: a
kinetic treatment for ions which allows much larger timestep than in
particle codes; flux coordinates for fluid electrons, which allows
treatment of the coupling of radii linked by closed field flux with
ease; and a realistic model for the electron currents near a field
null. Simulations of 2XIIB reversal experiments indicate that electron
currents will retard the rate of reversal by a factor of five, once the
field on axis nears zero. Simulation of neutral beam start-up for times
much beyond incipient reversal await further integration of the null
region electron current model with FROST.
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